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 The Porsche Experience - Club Style 

 

 

 

 

It’s one thing having a shiny Porsche to idolise, but it’s another proposition entirely 
to be able to use that Porsche according to the very remit that the car was created 
for. There are Porsche Experience Centres around the world that very much cater 
for this, where visitors can experience the thrill of everything the marque has to 
offer and fully recognises the importance of a driver being suitably educated as to 
the abilities and performance characteristics of the sportscar they’ve purchased on 
what they call Driver Development Tracks. Here in Western Australia, the Porsche 
Club aligns with that philosophy and offers the Sporting Series – the opportunity 
to experience your Porsche to the fullest in a controlled environment. Measured 
against time, you choose your speed and test your capabilities to develop your 
driving skills, all with the added fun of social interaction with other participants!  

From the first time I sat in the passenger seat I noticed the difference the Porsche has on the driver 

– the energetic shift as they come alive just sitting behind the wheel and not to mention the smile 

on their faces as they engage with the car and it responds. I enjoyed the company and the travels 

we took, feeling safe with an experienced driver behind the wheel. Now I find myself lucky enough 

to be in the driver seat having that smile and experiencing the absolute pure joy of driving a Porsche. 
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Although I have experience driving for over 30 years, the Cayman is by far better than any car I had 

driven before, having an expectation of what that means is a lot different from the actual experience 

of driving it. I respect the legacy to the marque, and to that end I want to be able to drive it better 

and fully appreciate what it can do. The Porsche is a high performing sports car and while driving 

on public roads there is that constant feeling to keep it in check and requirement to abide by the 

rules of the road. It was through discussion at lunch on a club Social Run that participation in the 

Sporting Series came about and as an opportunity to be able to experience the Caymans full 

capabilities, it seemed like it could be a good idea.  

In my years in the club, the Sporting Series, with my lack of understanding it from the outside has 

had no appeal, but when you participate, you get the full benefit of driver training and increase your 

opportunities to fully enjoy your Porsche.  

 

Prior to commencing, for my own benefit, I wanted to ensure I had completed the previously 

postponed, club organized Driver Risk Managements Performance Advanced Driver Training Level 

1 at Grogan Road – it was an opportunity to work with an instructor in a controlled environment in 

my own vehicle. New to driving a Porsche, it proved to be worthwhile as I relaxed into trusting the 

Cayman’s capabilities as we engaged ABS to feel it’s response, manoeuvred through cones on the 

skidpan and by the afternoon engaged in a few laps around their track. It was with the instructor 

taking me around the track that you really begin to understand what it means to be driving a high-
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performance sports car and that it will never be the Porsche that holds you back from getting the 

best from it but rather your own capabilities. 

Not long after, I signed up for my first sporting event, Round 5 at Wanneroo Raceway. On arrival 

you park up under one of the pit garages, are greeted by other participants, enjoy a cup of coffee, 

and finalize your set up for the day. This includes having the car fitted with a Dorian – the timing 

device that is going to record your lap times as you go around and then to have your vehicle and 

safety gear checked ensuring that it meets all safety requirements. Following on from that there is 

a Driver Briefing from the Event Officials that runs through the days plan, the track condition and 

rules and not to mention identify the ‘Rookies’ on the day - for this event I was 1 of 10 so it was 

good to know that others are looking out for you. Next, we were to all head down to the pit lane and 

get into the groups that we would go out on the track with – but first off, the Rookies are taken out 

on a ‘sighting lap’. 

 

It was pre-organized that John Wilding, long time club member and sporting series participant, 

would go out with me and from the moment the officials gave the go ahead to get down to pit lane 

and get out for the sighting lap the adrenaline went into overdrive. Quickly down to the pit lane exit 

we were waved straight out to follow the rest of the rookies being led around to be shown the layout 

of the track. We were off into what I thought was a VERY brisk pace. I concentrated on keeping up 

along with trying to hear instructions and recommendations from John which was made difficult 

through my helmet. It was over very quickly and as we pulled back into pit lane there was the 
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additional noise of the Drift School on the other side of the track and the first group out accelerating 

down the main straight all adding to the increased tension I was starting to feel. 

It was planned to follow John when out on the track and what seemed like no time at all we were 

called down to the pit exit awaiting the track to clear to be waived out. Watching my rear-view 

mirror, I saw the previous group coming in, this was it. The Steward in the flag box started sending 

the group out, in 3-second intervals and very quickly it was my turn – I was off! Focused on staying 

on track and following John as he drove the racing line as he went around, braking as I came into 

the corners, changing gears and accelerating to get round, oh and remembering to breathe 

too…..and in less than 5 minutes it was all over and was pulling back into the pits…..telling you I was 

hooked at this stage would be a lie – it was just a sigh of relief that I had done it, stayed on the 

track and the car was safe!!! 

 

Pretty much after every outing, everyone checks to see how they did in their timing. From a device 

on board I knew that I had reached a Max speed - at some point in those laps - that was 147kmph 

– checking the timing results my best lap time in my first outing was 1:35.1837. I could also see 
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on the results that I was holding John back which I did not want to do so we agreed he would motor 

on and I would just try to keep up. 

So armed with the determination of just to stay on track and keep up I continued on to the next 

outing and this is where I started to learn that if you are overtaken by the leader you will lose a 

lap….no problems, as disheartening as it is when you are trying, just like Daniel Ricciardo copping a 

standard five-second penalty for ‘my bad’ I just need to drive faster ….plus I turned it into an 

opportunity to follow their racing line after they overtook me to try and improve. 

 

And that’s how the rest of the day would progress, go out, do your laps, come back in. You started 
to find comradery with the other participants by engaging and listening to them as they share their 
experiences. Go back out again until lunch, come back and repeat.  

Not that I was getting it at this point, but the opportunity to improve your driving in your Porsche is 
with the self-analysing of results. Checking your times, factoring in how comfortable you felt driving 
and how the car responded. The benefits of driving in the series is you have the one road to make 
your comparisons as opposed to the variables that need to be factored in on the open public roads. 
Every participant is having their own experience and with conversations you have with other drivers, 
you pick up something else to help you to improve. Additionally, I made use of a Go-Pro set up in 
the car and in reviewing footage later I was happy to be told that my racing line was quite good. 

I achieved my personal best (PB) of 1:27.5767 for the day and from the onboard monitoring I know 

that at one point I achieved my highest max speed of 157kmph. I was still not sold on Sporting 

Series at this point, but I would be back next round…. 
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Just before the next round I spotted an advert for Driver Risk Management offering Performance 

Advanced Driver Training Level 2 …I checked it out. 

The full-day training was for individuals wishing to have some fun/learn more about their vehicle 

and improve their driving techniques and abilities. The program advised it was delivered by 

Professional Performance Driving Coaches providing instruction from inside and outside the vehicle. 

That there would be classroom presentations on Vehicle Dynamics and Performance Driving. 

Motorkhana Sessions on the skid pan for Cornering Lines, Braking, Oversteer and Understeer along 

with Paced Laps on the track for High Speed Cornering, Braking and Correct Lines. 

 

I signed up, not just to be better on the track but to take my driving skills in the Porsche up another 

notch. Unlike the first time I participated in the Level 1, I was confident showing up. I knew the car 

was capable, it was for me and I was incredibly determined to learn as much as I could.  

It was fantastic and totally worth it! It was a small group, so we really did get the personalised 

training and increased driving activity we were promised. When I didn’t feel like I was understanding, 

I asked the instructor to show exactly what he was talking about by driving my car, so it really 

started to make sense. As the instructor demonstrated on the skidpan the smooth turning of the 

steering wheel to corner, how to brake straight and at the correct point. When to accelerate to avoid 

the chances of understeer or oversteer (all critical at high speeds) you could definitely feel in the 

seat how the car was balancing evenly on the tyres allowing the wheel to have as much contact to 

the road as possible. With the swap back to me driving and further instruction I continued to 

improve. Other participants saw the benefit and they requested the same.  
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It continued after lunch when we covered off the theory of the racing line and the best method for 

going around corners, then putting in practice what we had learnt that morning on the skidpan we 

moved on to the track. The track was set up different to the Level 1 training with cone chicanes 

added on the straights – the focus was not how fast we could go but how well we could corner. 

Again, I had the instructor talking me through it and then showing me…. I still have a long way to 

go – the Porsche is certainly capable though.  

We were allowed to go out as many times as we wanted to practice what we learnt for no more 

than 5 laps at a time then come back in to allow the brakes to cool down, so by the end of the day 

I was feeling satisfied with the practice and considerably a lot more confident.  

 

With a little added preparation printing off Google Map shots of the Wanneroo facility and marking 

off my plan – the racing line, the brake points/sections, and my turn in point to apex, armed with 

the new found confidence from my training, I was ready for Round 6. Standing there that morning 

in the pit garages as Dorians were once again fitted and drivers stood around chatting, surprisingly 

when they were talking and sharing about what they did out on the track it was making sense and 

was no longer a completely foreign language. Not to mention when someone pulled out his Google 

Map shots marked up with his race plan for the day it was very much a ‘snap’ moment. 

Formalities of driver briefing over, we were soon heading off to pit lane and not long after it was my 

turn to get out on the track….and the driver training paid off! I was calm and focused on my racing 

lines, picking off my brake points to slow down, easing off and smoothly turning the steering wheel, 

accelerating out the corners. I came back into the pits and I was genuinely smiling and pleased with 

my efforts. I had achieved a max speed that was up 12kmph from my highest speed last time and 
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I felt comfortable with it, I was off to a good start. I then checked my time – Just over 4 seconds 

off my PB from the previous round – I was excited! 

I went out again, same as before focused and looking to my next point on the track, trying to brake 

a little closer to the corners before going around and accelerating out, as I came back over the hill 

down the long straight pushing it a little bit harder. Again, I increased my max speed and when 

checking my timing I managed another PB – that was now just over 5 seconds quicker from the 

previous round. 

 

I would like to say at this point I kept shaving off time and improving my PB but that’s as good as it 

got. On my final lap later that afternoon I pushed it and reach a max speed of 175kmph…I got out 

of the car thinking that should do it and checked my time – no new PB! – going faster does not 

necessarily improve your time if you are not driving the track correctly and smoothly – I was done 

for the day. 

Reviewing the Go-Pro, this time I didn’t need to be told what I was doing wrong, I could see for 

myself what I was doing. As the day wore on, I was braking further away from the corner and not 

having enough momentum to get me around – no worries I was still encouraged that I could do 

better and would be back! 

Three weeks later we were back for Round 7. The bar had been raised on the previous round with 
new lap records set for the track and within the classes, so many were eager to get back out there 
again. This time new tyres had been fitted to the Cayman, so it was going to be an experience as 
to how it responded. 
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Driver briefings over and down into pit lane we went, grouping up in our class, ready to head out. I 

managed to get a quick instruction on how the tyres would respond, in short, the car is going to go 

exactly where you steer. 

Jumping into the driver’s seat, the group was soon called down to pit lane exit. Immediately I could 

tell the difference, it was exactly as I was told, the car was going exactly where I steered it so as I 

continued through my warm up lap I focused on finding my racing line and looking for my visual 

markers to improve my braking point, hitting the apex and accelerating out of the corner. As I came 

down the main straight I started the clock for my timed lap progressing through with trust in how 

the Cayman would respond, coming into corners hitting the brakes and turning in and accelerating 

out….this is really was fun! 

I came back in getting out of the car with a big smile on my face and feeling good – the on board 

monitor told me I had achieved a Max speed of 168kmph….this was less that the max speed I had 

done to achieve my PB on the previous round……I checked my time – first lap out and I had a new 

PB!!!  

Feeling encouraged and more confident each time I went out focused on my racing line, aiming for 

brake points closer to the corner, releasing, steering to the apex and accelerating out and down the 

straights, following the instructions learnt from driver training. The second outing out – another PB, 
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the third outing, again I improved my PB which ended up being my best for the day reaching a time 

of1:18.5754. It was a total improvement from where I initially started in Round 5 of 16.5 seconds 

without significant increase in my max speed, which was surprising to me that it’s not about max 

speed but that your best time is achieved with better driving.  As we came to mid-afternoon, I was 

satisfied with the days efforts and it was time to go home. I was elated with my improvements and 

my new PB! 

 

My sharing of times and maximum speeds are solely for the comparison of the differences allowed 

on a controlled environment to the public roads and I have absolutely no ambition to be going faster 

than that and I have now learnt that it is not what it is about – it’s better driving. When waiting in 

the pits for my next outing, I enjoy engaging with the other participants whose energy and 

enthusiasm is high, who have been willing to share information to help me improve and to get the 

most out of the experience. I particularly love to watch the enjoyment of others as they challenge 

themselves to do better each time they go out and as an added bonus, I find myself enjoying my 

daily driving more. With three rounds of the series at Wanneroo plus the driver training completed, 

looking forward to the next round being held in Collie and the eventuality of visiting a Porsche 

Experience Centre, it could be questioned as to how long do you need to keep participating in the 

Sporting Series? Quite simply, as long as I want to be enjoying the full capabilities of my Porsche! 

For more information on the Sporting Series, click HERE or email 
sportingevents@porscheclubwa.org.au 

For some interpretation to racing terminology used you may like to click HERE 

http://www.porscheclubwa.org.au/PorscheClubs/pc_westernaustralia/pc_main.nsf/web/77D79A054C26DE2FC1257D9600152152
mailto:sportingevents@porscheclubwa.org.au
https://drivingfast.net/racing-line/

